
	  

July 2, 2015 

Saudi Arabia Issues Draft Regulation on Cosmetic Products Claims   
 
On 17 June 2015, the Saudi Arabia Standards Organization (SASO) issued a draft technical regulation on 
Cosmetic Products Claims. The draft regulation specifies the basic criteria of what is considered an 
acceptable claim. The “basic criteria” include the following: compliance with all laws and cultural values 
within the Gulf Arab states; the claim shall not be based on false or irrelevant information; the claim shall 
not overstate the attributes of the product; and labeling must not be used to denigrate other competitors. 
The draft regulation further provides a non-exhaustive list of examples of unacceptable claims. The list is 
intended as a guideline and includes examples such as: “Reverses aging”; “Soothes irritated skin”; “Kills 
germs”; “Antiseptic”; “Kills 99% of bacteria”; “detoxifies.” Moreover, the regulation defines “unacceptable 
claims” as claims that do not comply with the definition of basic criteria and/or claims of treating medical 
conditions, claims of changing the body’s physiological functions, and claims of influencing the body’s 
metabolism. The proposed dates of adoption and entry into force have not been set. Comments on the 
new draft will be accepted no later than 18 August 2015. 
 
 

We appreciate your interest in global chemical regulations and we are happy to have you as our guest!	  

	  Not yet an Ariel WebInsight user?	  

Ariel WebInsight users receive comprehensive global regulatory data whenever they access their 
account.  But that's just the beginning! Ariel WebInsight is an online chemical regulatory compliance 
reference tool that puts global chemical and substance compliance information one click 
away.  WebInsight's intuitive web browser interface provides access to accurate, comprehensive, up-to-
date, usable regulatory content.	  

WebInsight saves EH&S and product stewardship professionals valuable time as it eliminates the need to 
manually research regulations from multiple sources, scattered across numerous websites and/or 
published in a variety of formats, instead providing global chemical regulatory content in one central, 
searchable, user-friendly repository.	  

To learn more, or to schedule your personalized demonstration and free trial, please click here.	  

 

 


